This catalogue is largely based on the contents of ten map art exhibitions, as well as on a handful of books that deal with a significant number of map art pieces. Though it is without question the most extensive catalogue of map artists so far published, it makes no pretense of being complete. Its role is to document the fact that a lot of artists work with maps, and to provide a foundation for the work that remains to be done.
The artists have been arranged alphabetically. Where we have been able to determine these, we have provided, in parentheses, where the artist lives/works now or predominantly (in any event, not the place of birth or nationality), followed by the date of birth (and where appropriate, death). There is a brief description of artist's work, followed by a key to the sources. These are listed at the end of the catalogue.
Only the lightest culling has been attempted, but artists working today with but a single known piece of map art in their oeuvre have been less likely to be included than those with many or than those artists of the relative past whose work may have influenced the work of those active today.
As a work in progress, all additions, corrections, emendations, and suggestions are welcome, and may be addressed to either of the editors or any of the authors. CALI-FORNIA (1969) , Baldessari constructed the letters in the state's name on the ground as close as possible to the site the letters occupied on a National Geographic map, "to see the landscape as a map": 10, 17 7) Barford/Carter/Klauser - (London, 1977 (London, -, 1979 (London, -, 1977 are Barnaby Barford, Kirsty Carter, and Andre Klauser, made bar accessories that included, in an interesting projection, a battleship game-map napkin, which is about "playing battleships in a smart cocktail bar," in, needless to add, London: 16 8) Lane Barren -(LA, 1950-) manipulates aerial photographs to propose utopian alternatives: 9) Carol Barton -(Maryland, 1954-) makes art books out of and utilizing maps to deal with issues involving travel, space, and time: 14 10) Jake Barton -(New York, …) has mounted Memory Maps on the Washington Mall; and City of Memory, WorldView, NY Observers on the Web; Digital Panorama for the City Museum of New York is a work in progress 11) Leo Saul Beck -(…, …) makes three-dimensional topographic maps out of pieces of plywood cut to outline shapes found in the wood: 18 12) Lutz Becker -(London, 1941-) does collages on maps related to his pre-war map of Berlin, and how it was working with that mental map while growing up in a city of ruins: "maps contain our natural or urban environment in precise measure, but also … the changeable topography of our imagination": 16 13) Mark Bennett -(Los Angeles, …) is a postal worker who makes maps of the settings of the sit-coms he's watched for years: 18 14) Lee Birkett -(London, 1972-) stitches city plans and maps of places he has lived or visited on sheets and pillowcases: " the mapping of a city becomes a metaphor for the illogical sprawl of one's life": 16 15) David Bligh -(Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, …) draws places as models or maps for emotions and memory: 19 16) Joe Bodolai -(U.S. expatriate living in Canada, …) compiled the survey of map artists in the artscanada issue devoted to map art, but is a Conceptual artist concerned with place in his own right, who uses maps as well: 2 17) Alighiero e Boetti - (Italy, 1940 (Italy, -1994 renamed all the Underground stops to form a constellation of earthly stars (e.g., Janet Leigh) in the disposition of a subway line, an so a map that is also concrete poetry: 7, 13, 18 154) Raymond Pettibon -(California, 1957-) did a drawing of the earth in a circle as seen from a point high over Buenos Aires with the with words "a flat landscape extending in all directions to immense distances placates me" written on it: 7 155) Danica Phelps -(Brooklyn, …) uses maps in a variety of ways in her complex documentary activities: 1 (7/99, reviews) 156) Tom Phillips - (London, 1937-) Again, all additions, corrections, emendations, and suggestions, including copies of the catalogues just named, are more than welcome, and may be addressed to either of the editors or any of the authors.
